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InBuilding & DAS

In-building UHF coverage
Low profile & unobtrusive visual impact
Easy installation
Suitable for airports, stadiums and campus sites

CM Range

The CM range of UHF ceiling mount antennas 
is designed to enhance network coverage and 
reduce poor coverage areas within buildings for the 
emergency services and other UHF radio users.

With a low profile and durable design. The CM range 
is suitable even in low clearance areas. Requiring 
only one hole for installation and supplied with 
0.8m of low loss -cable, the CM range can be fitted 
onto both thick and thin ceiling tiles. 

Used in airports, campus sites and shopping 
centres, the antenna ensures a strong and stable 
signal throughout the building or area.

Low Profile Ceiling Antenna
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InBuilding & DAS

WM-H7-TET-NJ
Covers VHF and UHF frequencies
Mast mount or wall mount
Low smoke halogen free flame retardant radome

The WM Range of  is a dual band VHF/UHF wall 
mounted antennas are designed for In-building, 
DAS and network infill applications.

The range offers a variety of VHF tuning options to 
meet different application requirements.

The WM Range combine omnidirectional VHF and 
UHF coverage in a single feed enclosure minimising 
cable runs and allowing UHF radio systems to be 
seamlessly integrated with existing VHF systems.

The compact wall mount enclosure is weather-
proof and constructed from flame retardant, low 
smoke, halogen free PC/ASA.

It is supplied with U-bolt clamps for mast mounting 
and adjustable wall mount bracket.

Dual Band Wall Mount Antenna
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InBuilding & DAS

CM-H7-TET-NJ

Dual Band Ceiling Mount Antenna

Covers VHF and UHF frequencies
Ceiling mount design
Low smoke halogen free flame retardant radome

The CM-H7-TET-NJ is a dual band VHF/UHF ceiling 
mounted antenna designed for short range in-
building, DAS and network infill applications.

The CM-H7-TET-NJ combines omni-directional 
VHF and UHF coverage in a single feed enclosure 
minimising cable runs and allowing UHF radio 
systems to be integrated with existing VHF systems.

The ceiling mount enclosure is weather-proof and 
constructed from flame retardant, low smoke, 
halogen free PC/ASA.

The antenna is mounted via the integrated N type 
connector or optional screw fixings.
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InBuilding & DAS

WMMLP8G-7-27

MIMO Wall Mount Antenna

Wall or mast mount design
Highly efficient wideband coverage
Flexible Plenum rated cable
Low PIM

The WMMLP8G-7-27 antenna is a high directional 
gain 2x2 MIMO wall mount antenna for in-building/
DAS networks. Incorporating two separately 
fed wideband elements in a single housing the 
WMMLP8G-7-27 is equipped to offer MIMO and 
diversity support for 2G, 3G and 4G in-building 
networks. With 6dBi of peak gain at 698-960MHz 
and 9dBi peak gain at 1710-2700MHz the 
WMMLP8G-7-27 provides a wall mount solution for 
next generation networks.

The rugged, weather resistant housing meets 
UL746C and is flame retardant to UL94-V0. Supplied 
with fitted pigtails of low loss plenum rated cable 
the WMM8G-7-27 simplifies cable management for 
easy installation.
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